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CaseIT 2023

Co-Chairs’ Welcome

MIS Case Competition

Mission

Our mission is to provide an unparalleled, rigorous, and
engaging competition for talented business students, while
upholding the ambition, tenacity, and insatiable curiosity of
our international competitors. This talented cohort will
showcase their analytical skills and technology expertise and
engage in building meaningful global connections.

llenge

Cha

We are immensely excited to have you compete at CaseIT’s
20th anniversary. We hope you can challenge, step outside of
your comfort-zone, acquire expertise, and achieve personal
growth to reach your greatest potential. Our team is excited to
connect and share with you our experiences alongside other
participants and competitors.

Naomi Crich

Vanessa Chau

CaseIT 2023 Co-Chair

CaseIT 2023 Co-Chair

Once again, welcome to CaseIT: the international audience
of change-makers who are passionate about leveraging
information systems to reshape the boundaries between
technology and business. If you have any questions, please

On behalf of the 2023 Organizing Committee, it is with our greatest

contact us at caseit@sfu.ca and visit our website

pleasure to welcome you to CaseIT’s 20th Year Anniversary! Since its

www.caseit.org.

inception in 2004, CaseIT has welcomed over 950 undergraduate
competitors, from 50 universities and 20 different countries to

Sincerely,

participate in a week-long competition in beautiful city of Vancouver.
CaseIT has grown from an internal competition, to one of the most
prestigious undergraduate MIS case competitions in the world.

Naomi Crich & Vanessa Chau

Co-Chairs, CaseIT 2023
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CaseIT 2023

About The Beedie School of Business

About The Beedie
School of Business

The Beedie School of Business operates on all
three Simon Fraser University campuses, with:

Simon Fraser University's Beedie
School of Business has advocated for
continuous learning, productive

1   

Over 3,800 undergraduate BBA students

change, and the need to be innovative

in Burnaby and Surrey.  

in order to deliver impactful research
2    

Over 700 MBA and graduate students at

and teaching.

the Segal Graduate School and at the
Surrey Campus. 
  
Beedie School of Business was accredited by the
3   

Non-credit programs at the director,
executive, and management levels.  

AACSB (Association to Advance Collegiate Schools
of Business) and received the EQUIS Quality Award
from the EFMD (European Foundation for

4

A thriving Ph.D program.

Management Development), making it 1% of
business schools worldwide that have earned both
prestigious recognitions. 



Supported by extensive partnerships with public,
private, and not-for-profit organizations, our goal
is to produce broadly educated, enterprising and
socially responsible leaders capable of making
lasting contributions to their communities. 



For more information, please visit 

www.beedie.sfu.ca
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CaseIT 2023

About CaseIT

MIS Case Competition

About CaseIT

The Premier International Undergraduate MIS
Business Case Competition

Hosted by the Beedie School of Business in Vancouver,
Canada, CaseIT brings together top business students,
distinguished faculty members, student organizers,
highly experienced judges, and competitors from
across the globe. 



CaseIT is a six-day case competition event in which
participants compete in a week-long competition that
includes two preliminary presentations, a wildcard
round, and a final round that will showcase the casesolving abilities of the top five teams. 



For many competitors, CaseIT is one of the most
fulfilling undergraduate experiences that they come
across, providing the ability to apply academic

80

20

06

02

knowledge in a real-life context at one of the world’s
most prestigious MIS-themed case competitions. 




driven competitors

international teams

Intensive days

Challenging Cases

www.caseit.org
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MIS Case Competition

Milestones

CaseIT makes

CaseIT expands

Embracing

its national

its reach,

technology,

debut by hosting

hosting

CaseIT launches

teams all across

competitors

the Competition

Canada.

from North

Portal, allowing

business case

America,

competitors to

competition

Europe, Africa

engage with the 


exclusively for

and Asia.

competition like

Beginning of
CaseIT as an
undergraduate
MIS-oriented

CaseIT furthers
the competition
experience by
introducing
Coaches Hockey
Night and a
competitor 

networking
event,
ExchangeIT.

never before.

Simon Fraser
University

CaseIT

in-person case
competition to
an online
competition to
accommodate
for the 

risk of another
global pandemic.

Students.


200

5

2004

200
200

7

6

14

18

20
200

16

8

202

20

1

202

3

2022

2020

20

quickly

pivots from an

CaseIT

CaseIT officially

CaseIT

To celebrate its

In a global

CaseIT

expanded

becomes an

challenges

15 years of

pandemic, CaseIT

celebrates its

outside of

international

competitors to

CaseIT, a new

challenges the

20th year

British

competition.

think on their

multi-case

perspective of

Anniversay.

Columbia,

feet with the

structure was

online

welcoming top

first year of our

introduced to

competition and

universities

signature

further

global connection

across Western

Wildcard Round.

challenge our 


through 


international

creating a 100%

competitors.

virtual

Canada.

competition.
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I 2022: Past Participants

CaseIT 2023

Case T

Wilfred Laurier University

Aarhus University

Waterloo, Canada

Aarhus, Denmark

Western University

London, Canada

MIS Case Competition

HEC Montréal

Corvinus University of Budapest

Montréal, Canada

Budapest, Hungary

Concordia University

Maastricht University

Montréal, Canada

Maastricht, Netherlands

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, USA

University of Houston
University of Toronto

Houston, USA

Toronto, Canada

Indiana University
Bloomington, USA

Iowa State University
Ames, USA

Panamericana University
Mexico City, Mexico

Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology
Clear Water Bay, Hong Kong

CaseIT 2022: Past Participants
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CaseIT 2022 Highlights

CaseIT 2023

CaseIT 2022 Highlights

PIVOT:
A business technology management case competition created
to challenge local competitors to solve real-world business
issues and foster collaboration between talented students and
industry professionals.

Welcome Ceremony:
The Welcome Ceremony brought together competing teams, coaches,
industry professionals, and the SFU Organizing Committee for the
very first time, marking the official start to CaseIT 2022.

Discover Vancouver
Through Discover Vancouver, the competitors learned more about the
city of Vancouver by participating in engaging activities with other
competitors and team hosts.

Awards ceremony

Banquet concluded CaseIT 2022, with keynote
speakers from the case organization, the Beedie School of
Business, and Title sponsors, as well as the highly anticipated
The Awards

announcement of the CaseIT 2022 champions.

Case presentations
During Preliminary Rounds, Wildcard Round, and Final Presentations,
competitors demonstrate their case analysis abilities, which
showcase their depth of business knowledge. These presentations
determine which competitors move through the rounds and
ultimately become the CaseIT Champions!
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CaseIT 2023

CaseIT 2022: Competitor Statistics

MIS Case Competition

Competitor majors

competitor year of study

Business Admin- 22%

BTM - 11%

Sustainable Business - 3%

2nd Year - 13.2%

5th Year - 01.9%

MIS - 19%

Finance - 8%

Economics - 3%

3rd Year - 37.7%

6th Year - 01.9%

Marketing - 11%

Business Analytics - 5%

Computer Science - 3%

4th Year - 43.4%

7th Year - 01.9%

Ops Management - 11%

International Business - 3%

Public Relations - 2%

CaseIT 2022: Competitor Statistics
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CaseIT 2023: Team Statistics

MIS Case Competition

team majors

Team years before graduation

7.5%

Marketing - 25.0%

Strategic Analysis -

Computer Science - 2.5%

MIS - 22.5%

HR Management - 5.0%

Entrepreneurship - 2.5%

Ops Management - 12.5%

Accounting - 5.0%

Business Analytics - 2.5%

International Business - 10.0%

IAT/Design - 5.0%

< 1 Year - 42.9%

2 Years - 23.8%

1 Year - 14.3%

3 Years - 19%

CaseIT 2023: Team Statistics
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CaseIT 2023

MIS Case Competition

CaseIT 2023 Event Schedule

01

02

03

04

05

06

Registration

Welcome Ceremony

Case Deliberation

Case Deliberation

Sponsorship Event

Finals Presentations

(5 Hours)

(24 Hours)

Case Presentation (Day 1): 




Case Presentation (Day 2)

ReadyForIT: 




Welcome Ceremony &


& Awards Banquet

Case Sponsor: 




Awards Banquet: 




& Coaches Event: 



Discover Vancouver: 



A collaborative

The Welcome Ceremony

Competitors demonstrate

The Coaches Event: A

An opportunity for Case

The Awards Banquet

icebreaking event where

brings together competing

their case analysis abilities,

celebratory event

Sponsors to showcase

concludes CaseIT 2023,

competitors can meet

teams, coaches, industry

critical thinking skills, and

recognizing all dedicated

their company, products,

with keynote speakers from

their peers as well as the

professionals, and the

innovative

coaches supporting the

and services. During the

the case organization, the

CaseIT Organizing

Organizing Committee for the

recommendations that

competitors taking place

case competition,

Beedie School of Business,

Committee. Light

very first time, marking the

showcase their depth of

during the 24-hour case.

attendees will be able to

and Title sponsors, as well

business knowledge.

An special dinner provides

network and showcase

as the highly anticipated

a nice break and a chance

their creative solutions for

announcement of the
CaseIT 2023 champions.

snacks, fun activities,

official start to CaseIT 2023.



and a “swag swap” serve
as an introduction to a

Discover Vancouver: Join

for the CaseIT OC to show

potential future

challenging yet

your team hosts and fellow

their appreciation.

opportunities with case

memorable week ahead.

competitors in an exciting

sponsors.

and engaging day discovering
Vancouver! You will visit
iconic attractions and eat
memorable local cuisines!


Sunday, February 19, 2023

Monday, February 20, 2023

Tuesday, February 21, 2023

Wednesday, February 22, 2023

Thursday, February 23, 2023

Friday, February 24, 2023
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CaseIT 2022 Sponsors

CaseIT 2023

MIS Case Competition

CaseIT 2022 Sponsors
CaseIT is proud to be supported by a wide range of corporate partners over the past
20 years, providing generous financial, in-kind, and technology sponsorships. It is
the continued generosity of these organizations that allows CaseIT to make a
positive impact in both local and international business communities.

Title Sponsor

Title Sponsor

Silver Sponsor

Diamond Sponsor

Silver Sponsor

5 Hour Case Sponsor

Gold Sponsor

Silver Sponsor

24 Hour Case Sponsor

PIVOT SPONSORS: Accenture, Product Teacher,
Steves Poke Bar, CGI, Uncle Fatih’s Pizza, Ey, Thrive
Health, SAP, Salesforce, Science World, TMP, Sticker
Mule, Microsoft, CPA, Cornerstone Printing, Evo,
Vancouver Mysteries, Grounds for Coffee
10
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Sponsorship Overview

MIS Case Competition

Sponsorship Overview

CaseIT is a non-profit organization that is proud
to be primarily funded through the generosity
of corporate partners. We ask you to explore
our financial, technology, and in-kind
sponsorship opportunities.

There are three primary ways to contribute to CaseIT 2023:


1

Financial Sponsorship

Choose from four tiers of sponsorship packages,
designed to provide a wide variety of touchpoints
with competitors, faculty advisors, organizing
committee members, and industry professionals
throughout the competition week.


2

Technology Sponsorship

Become a technology sponsor to showcase your
products in action to undergraduate students and
industry professionals who are passionate about
the intersection of technology and business.


3

In-Kind Sponsorship

Provide contributions to support competitors with
registration, deliberation, and presentation
necessities, while increasing the visibility of your
brand through the competitors’ use of your
products and services.
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Sponsorship

Benefits

MIS Case Competition

Sponsorship Benefits

RECRUIT TOP TALENT

BUILD PROFESSIONAL CONNECTIONS

GIVE BACK TO YOUR COMMUNITY

Engage with local, motivated, driven

Gain access to a network of leading

Share your expertise, feedback, and insights

participants through PIVOT and CaseIT,

technology companies ranked amongst the

with the next generation of local and

who are passionate about leveraging

Forbes Global 2000 List.

international MIS professionals.

technology to create impactful change
in our community.

Support an established, reputable academic
Connect with distinguished professors and

Connect with the CaseIT

z

2023

Organi ing Committee comprised of

52 driven, dedicated SFU students

faculty advisors from leading universities
from around the globe and the
School of

Business.

Beedie

case competition by providing top global
competitors a unique opportunity to apply
their classroom knowledge in a meaningful,
challenging way. 


actively pursuing opportunities in
various fields of business.

Build your brand as a valued
supporter of CaseIT and the Beedie
School of Business - a network of
over 3,800 undergraduate Bachelor
of Business Administration students.

Engage and network with industry

Contribute to the rising prevalence and

professionals from the Vancouver

importance of technology focused

business community.

undergraduate business programs in

-

universities around the world.
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Financial


Sponsorship Tiers

Ta

l

Sponsorship

A
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ent
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ing

MIS Case Competition

Title


Diamond


Gold


Silver


$9000

$7000

$5000

$3000

Resume Book of Competitors

20

15

10

5

Based on competing team

8 0 resumes

6 0 resumes

40 resumes

20 resumes

Resume Book of Organizing Committee

10

7*


4*


2*


Based on majors

5 2 resumes

Invitation to Judge Preliminary Presentations ¹

6

5

4

2

Invitation to Judge Final Presentations ¹

4

3

2

-

Invitation to Welcome Ceremony and Awards Banquet ²

4

3

2

1

Invitation to booth at PIVOT ³

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Send an e-introduction letter to all CaseIT competitors

Yes

-

-

-

Advertisment in Event Program

1pg

1pg

1/2pg

Name & Logo

Company Profile on CaseIT website ⁴

200 words

150 words

100 words

Link to Website

CaseIT Signature Event Exclusive Sponsor ⁵ ⁶

Yes

-

-

-

Divison/Award Naming Rights ⁷

Both

Both

Awards Only

-

Social Media Spotlights

Videos & Pictures

Videos & Pictures

Pictures

-

Sponsorship Tiers

Brand
Recognition

Notes:

1

 Judges must have over 10 years of industry experience and are subject
to the approval of CaseIT 2023's Judging Facilitator and set guidelines.


5


Includes naming rights, logo placements, and invitation to speak.


6



Please see Financial Sponsorship: Corporate Opportunities for more
information regarding CaseIT signature events.


2

 Judges are unable to attend events prior to the competition, including
the Welcome Ceremony.

3

 See Financial Sponsorship: PIVOT for information regarding boothing
opportunities.


7


If there are more than 4 sponsors at the Title and Diamond Tiers, the
divisions will be named after the first four organizations that we create
partnerships with.

4 Includes Logo and Website Link for all tiers.
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Corporate Opportunities - Technology Sponsorship

MIS Case Competition

Corporate Opportunities
Technology Sponsorship

CaseIT is a non-profit organization that is proud to
be primarily funded through the generosity of
corporate partners. We ask you to explore our
technology sponsorship benefits.

1

Technology sponsors receive acknowledgments in
the form of your logo and name on the CaseIT
website, social media, and within the event program.


2

Additional benefits include an invitation to judge
and a complimentary ticket to a CaseIT
Signature Event.

3

Technology sponsorship and benefits can be
further customized with our sponsorship team.

4

Technology sponsors will be strategically displayed
across all device screensavers and desktops
throughout the competition.
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Corporate Opportunities - In-Kind Sponsorship

MIS Case Competition

Stationery

Competitors can be supported by
your organization with providing
notebooks, pens, and sticky notes,
among other things.

Food

CaseIT welcomes complimentary
food to support competitors,
coaches, judges, corporate
representatives, and
distinguished guests throughout
the competition week.

Corporate Opportunities
Apparel

Transportation

Apparel printing services or

Coverage of vehicle rentals, transit

customizable apparel are valued to

passes, or other transportation

reward competitors’ effort and

methods to provide transportation

dedication to the competition.

for off-site visits to event venues

In-Kind Sponsorship

and nearby attractions will be
greatly appreciated.

At CaseIT, we recognize that each corporate
partner provides unique value to the execution of
the competition. We warmly welcome in-kind
contributions and resources that your organization

Printing

Branded Gifts

competitors and coaches over six days of intensive

Professional printing for essential

Corporate-branded gifts to present

competition. It is essential that our competitors

materials, ranging from CaseIT

to our participants in their

branded materials to standard

registration bags or throughout the

black and white printing for

competition are warmly accepted. 


can provide. CaseIT brings together over 80

have full access to materials, resources, and the
proper nourishment required to compete at the
best of their ability.



material such as competitor
schedules.

In-kind sponsors will receive recognition in the
form of your name and hyperlink on the CaseIT
website, your name in the event program, and
interactions with your product itself during the
competition week. A general list of sponsorship
opportunities is detailed, but our team will
graciously accept other types of in-kind
contributions.
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About PIVOT

About

MIS Case Competition

PIVOT is a two-day business technology

Corporate sponsors can expect two highly

management case competition exclusive to 80

engaging days, with events such as a networking

bright, local undergraduate students. Designed to

session, workshops, and awards banquet. Your

facilitate meaningful interactions between

sponsorship will leave a lasting impression on all

Built to engage top local talents specializing

students and industry professionals, PIVOT

of those who attend; be ready to connect with the

in business and technology-related fields

challenges competitors to leverage their

many eager students that come your way.

knowledge of technology and collaborate to solve
real-world business issues.
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Covid-19 Response

MIS Case Competition

Covid-19 Response

After careful consideration from our Organizing
Committee surrounding the Covid-19 pandemic,
we are thrilled to announce that CaseIT 2023 will
be held as an IN-PERSON competition!






Due to the unpredictability of Covid-19, the CaseIT
team is continuing to monitor current situation
and will update processes as needed. Changes to
the competition may occur if province-wide
restrictions are reinstated. Since the safety of all
competitors and coaches is a main priority, our
team has developed a virtual competition backup
plan if an in-person competition is no longer a safe
option.






Thank you for your understanding during these
uncharted times and we hope that you share our
excitement and will join us on this new journey. We
look forward to making CaseIT 2023 one of the
best iterations yet!
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Contact Us

MIS Case Competition

Contact Us

For more information, visit www.caseit.org or contact the
CaseIT 2023 Corporate Relations Team, Marcus Wu and Jarl
Arciaga, at caseit_sp@sfu.ca. We truly look forward to
collaborating with you to make the most of your invaluable
contributions to CaseIT in our 20th year.



Sincerely,








Marcus Wu & Jarl Arciaga

Co-Directors of Corporate Relations, CaseIT 2023

Facebook: facebook.com/CaseIT/

Instagram: instagram.com/caseitsfu/

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/caseit-mis-case-competition
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